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Revenue Cycle Solutions

Coder and CDI Specialist Development
Coding and CDI Specialist Development
Programs from AMN Healthcare Can
Energize Your Team and Enhance Your
Revenue Cycle

Technology has leapt forward. Claims are
cleaner. Data integrity is improved. Automation
can even simplify complex cases before billing.
While all that is good, it has also deprived the
industry of skilled coders and CDI specialists.

The need for coders and clinical documentation
integrity (CDI) specialists with critical thinking
skills continues to grow. Why?

Organizations that recognize this gap are
embracing change and working with AMN to
invest in their people.
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Acute care, physician practice, and even skilled nursing
organizations are all implementing development
programs. They are building teams that once again
understand sequencing, DRG assignment, RAF scoring,
and clinically relevant diagnoses. The goal? Retain staff,
minimize dependency on staff augmentation, and
ensure the support of new Revenue Cycle workflows.

An AMN Education Program
Involves Three Steps
Assess & Plan
Everything begins with an assessment. A clear current
state helps identify learning gaps and skills that need
improving. Your team members and leadership are
critical to this evaluation. Their input and confidence
level help focus our efforts. We will work with you
to set performance benchmarks and goals. More
importantly, we'll use actual medical records from your
organization to build the curriculum. Doing so makes
the learning more practical and relevant.
Implement & Train
Coder and CDI specialist training can last up to six
weeks. The work includes practical coding exercises and
educational feedback. Daily online meetings will discuss
chart review findings to accelerate learning. Training
will not exceed five (5) hours per day so that trainees
can still work within their current specialty to help
balance workloads.
Audit & Monitor
Trainees will move to a live environment but be
monitored on 100% charts for six to twelve weeks.
Daily feedback will continue the education process.
Leadership input is essential throughout, but most
important during monitoring. Team and individual
progress reports will track development, giving
leadership a clear view of the new skill sets available.

What makes AMN Healthcare
Revenue Cycle Solutions Different?
Unparalleled Customer Service
Exceptional customer service comes from a corporate culture
that values employee education and fosters growth within the
company. The mission is what motivates our team, and they
pass that same enthusiasm on to our clients.
Unique Consultative Approaches
Our client relationships are the backbone of our company.
We work with each client to create a customized approach,
ensuring that the specific needs of that organization are not
only met, but exceeded.
Customizable End-to-End Solutions
By offering coding, clinical documentation, case management,
oncology data, and registry solutions, we can create a
personalized group of service that will grow with a client’s
healthcare business.
Accountability, Innovation, and Integrity
Standing behind our work, finding creative solutions, and
committing to what we say are values we encourage and
spread generously to every client we serve. There’s only one
way that works for our clients to reach success, and that’s
always to do things the right way—the AMN Healthcare way.
Full Education Opportunities
We provide pre-employment evaluations for reduced hiring
costs, coding practice tools to build real experience, and
educational tools to increase and refresh each client team’s
skill sets and knowledge base.
Exceptional Cost to Value
As the leading national provider of revenue cycle and
workforce solutions, our partnerships are designed to
generate and preserve revenue. Our dedicated commitment to
high-quality and high-value service helps our clients get there.
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AMN Healthcare is the leader and innovator of healthcare workforce, staffing,
and revenue cycle services to healthcare facilities across the nation. AMN provides
unparalleled access to the most comprehensive network of quality healthcare
professionals. With insights and expertise, AMN helps providers optimize their workforce
to successfully reduce complexity, increase efficiency, and improve patient outcomes.

